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mat. Emergency managers and the broadcast media
across eastern Oklahoma and northwest Arkansas are
being educated as to the specific language used in
these warnings and how this language relates to radar
signatures, spotter reports and other variables that go
into the warning decision-making process. Storm spotter instructional materials have been modified to
include an explanation and examples ofthe new warnings, and special seminars have been conducted to
explain the concept to broadcasters. Armed with these
enhanced, specific warning messages, it is hoped that
these groups will be better able to convey to the public
the actual threat level and type of severe weather
expected.

Abstract

Situation-specific tornado warnings issued by the
National Weather Service (NWS) Forecast Office in
Tulsa, Oklahoma are discussed. Specialized warning
templates were created using the Advanced Weather
Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) and are used to
provide standardized wording that can be interpreted
with regard to the threat level, severe storm probability
and forecaster confidence. This technique is expected to
be especially beneficial to emergency managers and
broadcasters who must take NWS warnings and communicate their meaning to the general public. As the
NWS continues its modernization efforts and increases
its ability to track dangerous storms, there is a need to
present warning products in a way that reflects current
understanding and monitoring techniques. The situation-specific warnings are designed to differentiate
between the situation where a tornado could form, to
the urgent scenario where spotter reports verify a tornado in progress. Examples of each type of warning are
presented.

2. Warning Theory and Philosophy

The use of situation-specific warnings might be considered as a small step toward probabilistic tornado
and severe thunderstorm warnings. While exact numbers are not used (or even implied at this point), standardized wording is designed to convey the forecaster's
confidence in a tornado occurring in the warned area.
It is hoped that with experience and verification
efforts, implied probabilities will eventually be developed.
The traditional NWS warning service only provides
for two types of warnings for severe thunderstorms
and associated phenomena - severe thunderstorm or
tornado. Unfortunately, severe storms do not always fit
neatly into one category. In addition, severe storms
may be thought of as part of a spectrum, with storms
varying dramatically in regard to degrees of severity
and expected hazards.
The situation-specific warning concept is designed
to try to couple the spectrum of tornadic thunderstorms with a spectrum of warnings designed to deal
with each storm type based on its relative severity and
expected hazards. To fully utilize the new warning
types, forecasters will be required to draw upon the
most current theories regarding severe storm morphology and evolution. They will have to keep abreast
of "cutting-edge" scientific principles and ideas concerning tornadogenesis gleaned from field experiments such as VORTEX (Rasmussen et al. 1994) in

1. Introduction

The National Weather Service (NWS) Forecast
Office in Tulsa, Oklahoma issues many tornado warnings each year. In an effort to relay the most accurate
and detailed information possible to the emergency
management community, the broadcast media and
other users, NWS Forecast Office (NWSFO) Tulsa
established a specialized set of tornado warnings in
April of 1998.
These situation-specific warnings enable forecasters to convey information regarding the specific threat
level or "probability" of severe weather to those directly involved in the warning dissemination process
including emergency managers, spotters and the
media. Abandoning the generic, "DOPPLER RADAR
INDICATED A POSSIBLE TORNADO" wording, the
new warnings provide specific information that lets
users better understand the seriousness of the situation and what actions need to be taken.
Such changes would be useless if the targeted user
groups were not educated as to the new warning for41
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combination with existing technology and observing
methods to discern between warning types.
As storms evolve and the relative threat increases
or decreases, forecasters provide updated information
to customers via the severe weather statement product. Once a tornado warning is issued for a particular
storm, it is not reissued simply to change the warning
type or to "upgrade" the tornado threat. This increases
the importance of the severe weather statement and
makes the information contained in that product even
more critical to decision-makers.
3. Warning Operations at NWSFO Tulsa

Specialized warning and statement templates were
created first using the Warning and Statement
Interactive Editor (WISE) program. As warning operations at NWSFO Tulsa began to shift to AWIPS, the templates were duplicated and expanded using WarnGen,
the AWIPS-based warning generation program. Both
programs lend themselves to localization and can be
modified to create warnings and statements based on
the needs of the local office and the community.
Severe weather episodes at NWSFO Tulsa are typically handled by two warning forecasters and an assistant warning forecaster. The warning forecasters, utilizing data from the Inola, Oklahoma (KINX-Iocated
near Tulsa), and Fort Smith, Arkansas (KSRX) radars,
are responsible for the radar analysis and interrogation of storms across eastern Oklahoma and northwest
Arkansas. When a warning is required, it is the warning forecaster who generates the warning using
WarnGen and the appropriate radar data.
Warning forecasters select the appropriate warning
type based on the situation. Each warning selection
includes customized call-to-action statements and specially worded text specific to the severe weather situation at hand. The forecaster manipulates a warning
box which encompasses the storm and its projected
path. With the click of a mouse button, the warning is
generated and sent to the assistant warning forecaster for final editing and transmission.
4. Situation-Specific Tornado Warnings

On 4 October 1998, Oklahoma experienced what is
thought to be the largest October tornado outbreak in
U.S. history. From mid-afternoon through the late
night hours, at least 20 tornadoes raked the state.
NWSFO Tulsa issued 163 county warnings during a
36-hour period. This outbreak provided the office with
an excellent opportunity to try the new warning formats in real time in a variety of warning situations.
Using the AWIPS WarnGen warning generation
program, NWSFO Tulsa developed four basic tornadowarning templates, each with a specific purpose
depending on the situation. Specialized wording and
phrases unique to each warning type are automatically included based on the situation. The following
descriptions detail each warning type, and include an
example of each warning. Specialized wording unique
to each warning is underlined.

1)

TORNADO WARNlNG #1 - Mesocyclon e with
Tornadic Potential

This is typically the most common type of tornado
warning issued. It is used most often when a mesocyclone (either algorithm or operator-identified) is
detected, and the mesocyclone exhibits sufficient
strength, depth and temporal continuity to suggest
that a tornado is possible. Ground truth reports (or
lack thereof) do not suggest that a tornado is imminent, but the tornado threat is expected to increase
during the valid time of the warning. Forecaster confidence in a tornado with this warning selection is not as
high as with other types oftornado warnings. The callto-action statement chosen in this case emphasizes the
fact that large hail and damaging winds will also be a
threat with this severe thunderstorm.
:I:
AT 1011 PM ... RADAR INDICATED A
SEVERE THUNDERSTORM WITH STRONG
ROTATION 4 MILES SOUTHEAST OF NOWATA. MOVING NORTHEAST AT 35 MILES PER
HOUR. .. THIS STORM COULD PRODUCE A
TORNADO AT ANY TIME. IN ADDITION TO
THE THREAT OF A TORNADO ... LARGE HAIL
AND DAMAGING WINDS CAN BE EXPECTED WITH THIS STORM. GO TO A SAFE
PLACE NOW!

2) TORNADO WARNlNG #2 - Str ong Mesocyclon el
TVS Detected - No Tornado Reported
This type of warning is used in those instances
when there are stronger radar indications that a tornado is developing. Detection of an authentic tornadic
vortex signature (TVS) (either algorithm or operatordefined) or a persistent, strong mesocyclone is usually
the catalyst for this type oftornado warning. Any combination of information (radar, spotter reports, etc)
that suggests a high probability of a tornado may
cause the warning forecaster to select this warning
type. The forecaster's confidence in a tornado in this
scenario is relatively high, and the wording used in the
warning is intended to convey the idea that a tornado
is developing and that the storm is dangerous.
:I: AT 735 PM ... RADAR INDICATED A DEVELOPING TORNADO 4 MILES WEST OF
PAWNEE. THIS DANGEROUS STORM IS
MOVING EAST AT 35 MILES PER HOUR.
STORM SPOTTERS CONTINUE TO REPORT
A LARGE WALL CLOUD WITH THIS STORM
AND A TORNADO COULD FORM AT ANY
TIME. NIGHTTIME TORNADOES ARE ESPECIALLY DANGEROUS ... TAKE COVER NOW!
IF YOU WAIT UNTIL YOU SEE OR HEAR IT
COMING IT MAY BE TOO LATE TO GET TO
A SAFE PLACE!
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3) TORNADO WARNING #3 - Strong Mesocyclonel
TVS Detected - Tornado Reported or Imminent
This tornado warning is reserved for those situations when strong radar indications (TVS, persistent
mesocyclone) corroborate a spotter report of a tornado
or imminent tornado. This warning type places the
most critical information first (the spotter report), followed by confirming radar information. It is critical
that reliable ground truth reports be included in the
warning, and be placed in such a way as to get the
reader'sllistener's attention. Enhanced and specifically-worded, call-to-action statements are also available
for those rare but critically important situations when
it is clear that a dangerous tornado is in progress.

* AT 1027 PM ... STORM SPOTTERS REPORTED A TORNADO 8 MILES SOUTHWEST OF
BOLEY. RADAR SHOWED THIS TORNADIC
STORM MOVING EAST AT 40 MILES PER
HOUR. THIS TORNADO IS LIKELY WRAPPED
IN RAIN AND NOT EASILY SEEN. IF YOU
WAIT UNTIL YOU SEE OR HEAR IT COMING
IT MAY BE TOO LATE ... TAKE SHELTER
NOW!
4) TORNADO WARNING #4 - Tornado Reported No Radar Detection
The fourth type of tornado warning is for those
occasions when spotters report a tornado, but there is
little radar evidence to support the existence of a tornado. The most common scenario that would dictate
this warning selection would be with a landspout tornado, when radar velocity and even reflectivity signatures may be weak or non-existent. It is expected that
this will be the least-used warning selection.
:1: AT 902 AM ... STORM SPOTTERS REPORTED
A TORNADO ALONG THE CIMMARON TURNPIKE BETWEEN HALLETT AND WESTPORT.
THE TORNADO WAS MOVING EAST AT 40
MILES PER HOUR.

5. Discussion

With the advent of the WSR-88D system, the number of severe thunderstorm and tornado warnings
nationwide has climbed dramatically. The "cry-wolf"
syndrome is always a great concern among warning
forecasters and users, especially those who must relay
and interpret NWS warnings to the public.
Broadcasters, emergency managers and storm spotters need as much detailed information as NWS warning forecasters can provide, including the forecaster's
confidence in the actual severe weather threat. Not all
warning situations are equal, and there should be different "degrees" of warnings for different scenarios.
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Both the PC-based WISE program and AWIPS'
WarnGen warning generation software can be configured to issue warnings and statements that suit local
office needs.
Armed with the extra information contained in the
enhanced tornado warning, emergency managers and
other users should be able to make better decisions
during severe weather events. The broadcast media
and others who relay critical severe weather information to the public can use the more detailed warnings to glean valuable information and convey the
actual severe weather threat to people in the affected
areas.
Situation-specific warnings have been used for only
a short time at NWSFO Tulsa, but initial reaction to
the concept has been favorable. Additional education
efforts need to be undertaken to ensure that emergency managers and weather broadcasters are familiar with the new warnings and that they understand
the meaning of each warning type. Plans are being
finalized to verify the situation-specific warnings
based on actual events that occur within each warning. This will help determine forecaster skill in discerning between which warning type to use, and also
establish rough guidelines for future probabilistic
warning applications.
In addition, future studies will examine the
mesoscale and storm scale meteorology involved in
selecting the most appropriate warning type, and
attempt to establish guidance for warning forecasters
faced with the challenge of recognizing storm situations and associated warning types in a real-time operational setting. Plans are also underway to expand the
situation-specific warning concepts to include severe
thunderstorm warnings.
6. Summary
The primary mission of the NWS is the protection of
life and property. Warning messages issued by NWS
offices are the primary vehicle by which these critical
messages are conveyed to the public. By using situation-specific warnings, with wording tailored to the
threat at hand, it is hoped that forecasters will be able
to better convey their expectations and address the
specific hazards expected in the warned area. Detailed
warnings with threat specific wording will allow the
media, emergency managers and other customers to
determine the risk, make better decisions and relay
this vital information to the public.
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